POSITION PROFILE

Chief Executive Officer
Code Nation

New York, NY preferred
Open to Chicago, IL or Bay Area, CA residency with frequent travel to New York

ABOUT CODE NATION
Code Nation is a community of high school students, technologists, teachers, business leaders, and other champions.
A movement spanning cities, cultures, and industries, the Code Nation community builds bridges across social and
economic divides and unites people with the power to change each other’s lives.
Code Nation equips students with the skills, experiences, and connections that together create
access to careers in technology. With a volunteer teaching cohort of over 300 professional web
and software developers and a network of school and company partners, Code Nation provides
coding courses and work-based learning programs to students who attend under-resourced high
schools. Its industry-aligned curriculum and vast network of supporters provide students with
the tech skills and social capital they need to break into the tech workforce.
Code Nation alumni enter the tech workforce with competitive skills, work experience, and
professional connections in a fast-growing and highly paid field. As the next generation of tech
leaders, Code Nation alumni have the skills to develop technology that better serves our world.
The collective force of Code Nation students’ rise in tech can change the economic futures of
communities — even whole cities.
Over the next 10 years, Code Nation is uniquely positioned to prepare 20,000+ students for
careers in the tech workforce. If each of these Code Nation students earned the average salary
of a first-year tech worker ($100,000), their collective progress will generate more than $1 billion
in incremental annual income for their families, and in turn, their communities.
Code Nation is grounded in its commitment to being an inclusive, pro-Black, and anti-racist
organization. Its staff, Board, donors, and partners possess the fundamental belief that anyone
can learn to code and everyone should have access to careers in the thriving technology
workforce. The organization is committed to using its platform to advocate for anti-racist
practices in its spaces; the communities and families it serves; the technology, education, and
corporate sectors; and society at large.

For more information,
visit codenation.org or
read their most recent
annual report.

*These numbers are reflective of the 2019-2020 school year.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Code Nation has experienced a decade of growth, evolution, and impact under the
leadership of its founders, Maurya Couvares and Elizabeth Davidson Pisacreta, and
current CEO, Becca Novak. Over the past 10 years the organization has successfully
moved through the ‘start-up’ phase and into a chapter of growth and expansion
facilitated by an ambitious strategic plan, sophisticated fundraising program,
partnership development, curriculum advancement, and more.
Code Nation has proven its model works, validated by metrics and data on students
who have matriculated through its program and continued into careers in tech. At the
same time, the impact of the global pandemic placed significant strain on the school
systems and the students in communities that Code Nation serves. It has changed the
way many volunteers engage — making in-person teaching more challenging.
The next phase of Code Nation’s evolution should build on its established strengths
and address the challenges and changes brought forth by the pandemic. The
organization is ready for fresh eyes to evaluate, refine, and rethink the existing
programs and business model to serve more students and deepen its impact.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
In partnership with a highly engaged and diverse Board of Directors,
talented and passionate national and regional staffs, and a dynamic group
of funders and supporters, the next CEO will lead the development and
implementation of a bold strategy and plan to change more students’ lives
and realize Code Nation’s full potential.
In addition to strategy development, the CEO is responsible for providing
leadership and oversight in all areas of the organization including fundraising,
program strategy, partnerships, operations, talent and culture, alumni
engagement, and more.
This is a remarkable opportunity for an entrepreneurial leader to join an equityfocused organization and lead a talented team committed to propelling students
into tech careers and breaking the chain of deep-seated social and economic
inequities.
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Specifically, the CEO will provide leadership in the following areas.
Strategic and Programmatic Leadership
•

•

•

Serve as the lead architect of a plan for Code
Nation’s next chapter, ensuring long-term impact and
sustainability through thoughtful expansion into new
and existing markets.
Oversee the development of short- and long-term
strategies in support of this plan that engage the
full range of Code Nation constituents to promote
collaboration, create professional development
opportunities, and continue to foster individual and
team accountability.
Provide foresight and thought leadership into trends
in technology, workforce development, and education
that could impact Code Nation’s program and the
needs of students. Leverage the insights of the Board,
Executive Leadership Team, and program managers
to quickly adapt and pivot programs and/or strategies
as needed to ensure Code Nation students continue
to receive the highest caliber of coding education,
support, and guidance.

•

Develop and manage the internal infrastructure
necessary to support expansion and growth, including
the refinement of operating procedures, systems, and
metrics.

•

Make full use of metrics, evidence and data collected
to inform and prioritize future actions across regions,
program activities, alumni engagement, and more.

•

Promote and operationalize Code Nation’s values of
transparency, collaboration, celebration, growth
mindset,and respect for the whole person.

•

Hire, retain, and develop a leadership team with a deep
commitment to building an environment that respects
and values diversity with special attention paid to the
inclusion of remote team members.

•

Lead the development and implementation of internal
policies and procedures that facilitate the success of
team members and the organization.

•

Inspire the team to meet the highest ethical standards
and at all times prioritize the safety of the team and the
wellbeing and dignity of the students Code Nation
supports.

Fundraising and Development
•

Serve as the external face of Code Nation, enhancing
its visibility, brand recognition, and credibility in
the field. Serve as a thought leader in the field,
representing the organization through public speaking
and media opportunities.

•

In concert with the Board of Directors and Director of
Development, lead development efforts regionally and
nationally. This includes the deepening of relationships
with existing donors, the identification and cultivation
of new donors, and the expansion of national and
regional revenue and fundraising.

•

Expand sources of revenue by creatively and
strategically developing new and ongoing strategic
partnerships.

•

Cultivate community and external partner relationships
through attendance at relevant events, conferences,
and gatherings.

Organizational Culture and Team Engagement
•

Champion and nurture a team-based environment that
motivates and inspires staff to work collaboratively and
effectively towards the organization’s vision and goals.

•

Serve as the organizational champion of a valuesaligned culture, including championing diversity, equity,
and inclusion and anti-racist practices in all dimensions
of Code Nation’s work, including participating in and
enhancing planning already underway to enable the
organization to more fully live its values.

•

Continue to cultivate a vibrant and innovative
culture that treats students, alumni, school partners,
volunteers, and families as true partners in Code
Nation’s success and investors in its future.
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Operational and Financial Management
•

Provide overall leadership for all Code Nation
operations to ensure the organization is functioning in
a way that supports the evolving needs of students,
communities, programs, and staff. This includes
overseeing annual budget preparation, expense and
revenue management, developing and monitoring
long- and short-term financial plans, and setting
financial priorities.

•

Serve as the direct supervisor of three regional
Managing Directors and the current National Team
(Chief Operating Officer and Director of Development)
to establish and evolve practices in support of reaching
the goal of regional and programmatic autonomy.

•

Develop and champion effective internal processes
that enhance collaboration and decision-making
between national and regional teams and ensure
multi-directional communications and feedback loops
across the organization.

•

Provide leadership to ensure effective systems are
in place to track progress, measure success, and
communicate progress to the Board of Directors and
other key constituents, with the ability to adjust as
circumstances change.

•

Communicate insights across the organization to help
drive appropriate planning and well-informed decision
making.

•

Cultivate a strong, transparent working relationship
with the Board, ensuring open communication and
strategic alignment around organizational mission,
programs, and progress towards financial, operational,
and impact goals.

•

Exercise best practices in governance and ethics, in
all ways focusing on what will best serve the Code
Nation’s mission and goals. Serve as primary staff
liaison to the Board of Directors.

•

Continue to build a diverse and inclusive Board,
representative of the Code Nation’s communities,
donors, and partners.
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CANDIDATE PROFILE
The ideal candidate will have the following professional and personal
qualities, skills, and characteristics:
Strategic and Innovative Thinking
The CEO is a strategic and innovative leader with a track record of success
developing and executing a plan to scale an institution’s reach and impact, ideally
within a national/regional structure. The successful candidate will embrace the
entrepreneurial nature of this role and be excited by the opportunity to grow
and advance an organization that is evolving within complex times and dynamic
industries. A collaborative leader, the CEO will bring experience empowering and
encouraging idea-generation from within while also bringing forth new and creative
ideas for consideration. The CEO will possess the drive and curiosity to stay ahead of
developments in the technology, education, and workforce sectors to identify how
emerging trends can be factored into organizational design and strategy.

Leading and Executing for Results
The ideal candidate will possess the ability to ‘think big’ while ensuring programmatic
and operational excellence and overall sustainability. The CEO will be an experienced
manager who enjoys leading during a period of growth, change, and directionsetting. The ideal candidate will bring demonstrated success empowering and
mentoring teams while prioritizing objectives and converting strategy into effective
execution. The CEO will be able to properly balance collaboration and decisiveness,
understanding where input is needed and then effectively and efficiently driving
toward execution. The CEO will be adept at building and leading remote, regional,
and national teams with proven experience leading those teams to scale. A track
record of success developing and hiring team members who can move nimbly in the
organization as it evolves is key. A transparent and thorough communicator, the ideal
candidate will demonstrate the ability to set clear expectations and accountability
measures for deliverables while encouraging innovation and initiative.

Ambassadorship and Fundraising
The CEO will inspire a powerful sense of shared purpose in others and galvanize
them to engage in the mission and future of Code Nation. The CEO will possess the
ability to build support for ambitious goals from a diverse range of stakeholders. A
compelling and effective communicator, the CEO will easily convey Code Nation’s
vision, successes, and opportunities with passion and intensity. The ideal candidate
will bring a high level of cultural awareness and competency, with the ability to
engage high-level donors, corporations, and philanthropic partners with the same
ease as students, principals, teachers, families, and volunteers. The CEO will possess
the ability to work collaboratively with academic and corporate partners, school
districts, and professionals within the corporate, technology, and education sectors to
drive long-term sustainability and build visibility, recognition, and awareness. The CEO
will bring familiarity with a wide range of fundraising channels including individuals,
corporations, and foundations, to ensure continuous philanthropic support for the
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organization. In addition, the CEO will understand the importance of building and
sustaining a ‘culture of philanthropy’ among Board members, staff, alumni, partners,
and volunteers.

Demonstrated Commitment to Equity, Inclusion, and Anti-Racist Leadership
Fundamentally, the CEO believes in the power of tech education to improve the lives
of students and their families by addressing various forms of systemic inequity and
creating life-changing educational opportunities. They will exhibit self-awareness,
high emotional intelligence, and an understanding of others that enhances
interpersonal communication and management abilities. This leader will have stellar
personal and professional integrity and will be able to collaborate effectively with
employees across the organization and external partners, while garnering respect
and confidence from the leadership team, Board, staff, donors, and external partners.
The successful candidate will be able to bring all these attributes to the hard work of
change management in a multi-racial, inter-generational, and dynamic organization.
Finally, the CEO will leverage a deep commitment to investing in the professional
development and growth of all employees and students served by Code Nation.

Passion for the Mission
Fully embracing the mission of Code Nation, the CEO will be a bold thinker with
an unwavering commitment to achieving Code Nation’s goal of preparing 20,000+
students for careers in the tech workforce. A strong advocate of youth and
communities of color, the CEO will bring a sense of urgency to the role, working
tirelessly to champion Code Nation’s mission. The ideal candidate possesses the
natural ability to develop rapport with people of varying philosophies, backgrounds,
and cultures. This leader will be an individual of unquestioned integrity, ethics, and
values — someone who can be trusted without reservation.
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The successful candidate could come from a variety of backgrounds. An interdisciplinary career with a chapter in
education, technology, youth development, and/or workforce development, as well as other mission-driven sectors, is
attractive.
Ideally, this leader would bring experience in a range of leadership settings with proven success leading an organization,
region, or program during a period of growth, direction-setting, and change.
Although this person does not need subject matter expertise in coding, education, or technology specifically, a passion
and interest in these areas will be important, as will the ability to attract the financial resources and technical expertise to
support the work.

CONTACT
Koya Partners, the executive search firm that specializes in mission-driven search, has been exclusively retained for
this engagement. Anne McCarthy, Martens Roc, Alex Corvin, and Kaley Blaszinski are leading the search. To make
recommendations or to express interest in this role please email codenation@koyapartners.com. All nominations, inquiries
and discussions will be considered strictly confidential.
Code Nation strives to build a staff and Board that reflect the cultural diversity of the communities and neighborhoods
it serves. Code Nation is an Equal Opportunity Employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, gender,
handicap, age, religion, sexual orientation, or national or ethnic origin. BIPOC individuals are encouraged to apply.
Koya Partners is committed to providing an accessible search process for all, including individuals living with disabilities.
If you need assistance expressing interest online or any aspect of the recruitment process,
please email: codenation@ koyapartners.com or nonprofitsearchops@divsearch.com.

ABOUT KOYA PARTNERS
Koya Partners, a part of Diversified Search Group, is a leading executive search
and strategic advising firm dedicated to connecting exceptionally talented
people with mission-driven clients. Our founding philosophy — The Right
Person in the Right Place Can Change the World — guides our work as we
partner with nonprofits & NGOs, institutions of higher education, responsible
businesses, and social enterprises in local communities and around the world.

For more information,
visit koyapartners.org.
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